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Seatbelt with hidden sensors could beat fatigue and warn older drivers of a heart attack.
 
A hi-tech seatbelt that warns drivers they are about to fall asleep at the wheel is just a heartbeat away.
 
Driver fatigue is one of the biggest killers on our roads and responsible for up to one-third of serious injury crashes.
 
A group of technology companies have joined forces with the University of Manchester in the UK and the Biomechanics Institute in Spain to come up with a
hi-tech seatbelt and car seat cover to alert drowsy drivers.
 
A seatbelt with built-in sensors monitors the driver's heartbeat while the car seat cover measures the driver's respiratory rate.
 
An onboard computer analyses the data and automatically eliminates other noise from the car and normal movement from the driver -- and detects when the
driver is getting drowsy.
 
For now the system is designed to sound an audible alarm to alert the driver to pull over.
 
But as automated automobile technology improves the system could eventually even bring the car to a slow stop.
 
The project is called the Heart And Respiration In-Car Embedded Non-intrusive sensors, or HARKEN (http://Harken.ibv.org), as has been funded by a
research grant from the European Union.
 
The technology has so far only been tested on closed roads but the project leaders say real-world testing is around the corner. The system could also be
adapted to warn older drivers with a heart condition.
 
In Australia, deaths of drivers aged over 65 have increased by 5 per cent over the past five years (to the end of June 2014), while road deaths among every
other age group -- including high-risk 17 to 25-year-olds -- have reported significant reductions of up to 8.5 per cent over the same period.
 
The HARKEN system is just one of a number of fatigue-fighting technologies currently under development.
 
In September 2013, the Royal Automobile Club of West Australia unveiled an experimental headset -- worn by the by the driver -- that has 14 sensors that
monitor brain function and attention.
 
The headset monitors the driver's "blink rate, gaze state, the frequency of changing tasks, and the level of brain activity".
 
The project called Forthebetter.com.au is a long way from being available for the public to buy, but the RAC says in development the head scanner has been
successful in determining if the driver has lost attention.
 
"The brain is basically an attention machine, the front part of the brain has to be active, and very much involved in driving, because the sub conscious brain
doesn't know that driving out of the lane is going to cause a problem," said Dr Geoffrey Mackellar from Emotiv Research Laboratories
(http://www.emotiv.com/about/), based in Sydney.
 
"The rear parts of the brain are much more involved in observing the world around us. (The sensors) can detect the amount of activity that's going on in all
the different areas in the brain. We can now tell when a driver is distracted and when they're not," said Dr Mackellar.
 
Dr Sudhakar Rao, head of trauma, Royal Perth Hospital, said: "If you're attention is deviated from your main task ... that extra little split second will slow
down your reaction time doing simple things like slowing down the vehicle by putting on the brakes, or being able to avoid the worst part of a crash." Such
advanced technology is still years away from being readily available on our roads.
 
However, German car maker Mercedes-Benz last year unveiled a basic fatigue-detecting system (http://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/mercedes-
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car-is-day-spa-on-wheels-23199) that monitors steering movement and other driver behavior, to try to determine if the driver is tired.
 
Other car companies, including Volvo (http://www.carsguide.com.au/car-reviews/VOLVO), have experimented with tiny cameras that focus on the driver's
eyes, but eyewear and different-shaped eyes have so far made camera systems less reliable during testing.
 
ALSO SEE: The car that will dob on you if you're drowsy | video (http://www.carsguide.com.au/car-news/the-car-that-will-dob-on-you-if-youre-
drowsy-video-23433)
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